
SAP S/4 Move Xperience on AWS Production Landscape Accelerator 
with Lemongrass  
Deploy a fully production ready SAP S/4 Environment in hours 

Lemongrass is an AWS Partner Network (APN) Advanced Consulting Partner and AWS SAP Competency holder

Industry trends & challenges 
SAP customers today are challenged to develop & create their digital implementations and transformations to SAP’s new 
intelligent enterprise driven by the SAP HANA database with SAP strategic S/4 core.  In the past, creating these plans 
included lengthy planning and procurement cycles along with costly and manual consulting engagements, PoC platform 
provisioning and functional builds that until now where challenging without the benefit of a rapid deployment, 
production ready environment to experiment and review options.   

The Lemongrass S/4 Solution – Accelerate SAP S/4 transformations live 
AWS, and Lemongrass have teamed together to create the SAP S/4 Move Xperience on AWS landscape 
accelerator which provides customers with a rapidly deployed, production, scalable, single tenant, secure SAP 
S/4 environment.  Instead of lengthy, manual blueprinting engagements, using non-scalable insecure solutions 
or waiting weeks for S/4 installations, now customers can run PoC’s and projects on live, production ready 
environments using tools and best practices delivered from a highly experienced SAP on AWS partner.  For years 

now, Lemongrass has been helping customers adopt SAP on AWS and over the many engagements, they have 
developed expertise, automation tooling & orchestration to help customers to transform their SAP strategy on AWS with 
fast and reliable results.  The SAP S/4 Move Xperience on AWS Landscape Accelerator with Lemongrass offering enables 
the power of SAP’s software, with a highly experienced partner, and optimized on AWS to create a substantial set of 
benefits for customers as they evaluate their S/4 adoption roadmap. 

Benefits 
Customers evaluating their SAP S/4 deployment choices can now deploy a fully production ready, private, SAP S/4 
landscape on AWS in hours. 

Production ready landscapes in hours 
All the required Lemongrass automation 
to get you started is already in place.  
With just some basic data about the size, 
location and any technical standards, the 
deployment is fully automated. 

Build your functional design in a fully 
certified, on-demand environment 
Run your PoC, or business process 
migration data on fully SAP certified 
software using the same landscape, 
orchestration, and tools you’ll use to go-
live. 

Fully Automated SAP Business Automation
Control and manage your landscape with 
MiCloud enabling you to copy, backup, 
recover, and clone your systems. Near Zero 
patching ensures you can execute updates 
to the latest S/4 Core version. 

Experience and explore SAP on AWS  
Use a current, fully patched SAP intelligent 
enterprise landscape running live using state 
of the art infrastructure, DevOps, automated 
managed services, 3rd party application 
integration, and more.

Get started

https://partnercentral.awspartner.com/PartnerConnect?id=001E000000Rp5XcIAJ&source=Solution%20Space


Solution overview 
Key features 
■ Automated S/4 installation: The core S/4 deployment (S/4 Core to latest version & Fiori) automated

deployment inside 1 working day.

■ Automated Landing Zone provisioning: Network zones, NIST & CIST certified OS and IAM policy deployment
automated build specifically to your requirements – removes the human risk element.

■ Fully extensible and flexible landscape: Up-scale or down-scale the S/4 instance as required on demand, sizing
can be uncertain with the new S/4 structures, running in AWS allows scaling changes on demand to ensure
you are always “right sized”, not carrying overhead capacity. Additionally, customer definable schedules mean
that the system us only up when you require it to ensure an optimal running cost.

■ Deployed with FinOps mobile application allowing daily visibility of your costing, instant access to AWS price
reductions and new machine images

■ Production scalable: Start with a SBX or Dev System and expand as required up-to fully resilient Production
systems to 99.99% SLA that leverage Near Zero downtime maintenance and DevOps capability.

■ Optional Model for a fully managed landscape – fully technical managed landscape (up to and including Basis)
to allow you to just focus on the business process migration.

■ Optional Netfoundry Connection – With the high time and complexity associated with designing and
implementing MPLS lines, or the security & speed challenges with traditional VPN working with Lemongrass
the Netfoundry technology is a true replacement for VPN offering 4-5X speed improvements, intelligent
protocol switching and deep granular security down to device and geography level.

■ Lemongrass is the leading specialist AWS on SAP Technology, offering a wide range of SAP-
centric services and solutions, focused on SAP automation including architecture,
migration, and innovations for SAP on AWS. Covering all verticals, public and private sector,
the company has been working with AWS since 2010, is an Advanced APN Consulting &
MSP certified Partner.

How It Works 
Leveraging the SAP S/4 on AWS Landscape Accelerator, which consists of the Lemongrass MiCloud automation platform, network and security 
landing zone and leading Lemongrass SAP expertise, customers are able to “Fast Start” S/4 HANA Move projects and initiatives quickly at 
minimal cost and risk.  What’s more, the final Accelerator solution can be used as a blueprint for building out the comprehensive final 
production SAP S/4 HANA intelligent enterprise landscapes. 

Getting Started 
To see how quickly you can start working with your specific S/4 HANA needs, use the “Get Started” button to get connected to an AWS 
representative and Lemongrass today. 

Solution Space
Discover scalable and secure solutions that will empower you to achieve your business needs with Amazon Web Services (AWS) and AWS 
Partner Network (APN) Partners that have attained AWS Competency designations. Customer ready solutions are based on architectures 
validated by AWS, include a combination of AWS services and APN Partner technologies, can be deployed quickly with solution accelerators 
like AWS Quick Starts, and feature optional consulting offerings provided by APN Partners, to accelerate your cloud transformation.

Click here to get started with this solution.

About AWS: For 10 years, Amazon Web Services has been the world’s most comprehensive and broadly 
adopted cloud platform. AWS offers over 100 services for compute, storage, databases, analytics, mobile, 
Internet of Things (IoT) and enterprise applications from 49 Availability Zones (AZs) across 18 geographic 
regions in the United States, Canada, Europe, Asia, Australia and South America. AWS services are trusted 
by more than a million active customers around the world – including the fastest growing startups, largest 
enterprises, and leading government agencies – to power their infrastructure, make them more agile,  
and lower costs. To learn more about AWS, visit http://aws.amazon.com.
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